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NAMA International Central Banque: 
NAMA International Central Banque® for the Country of United -states/Imperial Moorish Al Moroccan (American) 

Empire pursuant to the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire/Imperial Royal Kingdom , uSA/USA: 

 

Brief in Support for the NAMA International Central Banque (NICB) is the Central Banque for the 

Imperial Moorish Al Moroccan (American) Empire/Imperial Royal Kingdom.  The NICB was established 

Friday, 13 December, 2019, and is based in the Country of United -states/ Imperial Moorish Al Moroccan 

(American) Empire/Imperial Royal Kingdom, uSA/USA.  The NICB holds reserves of NAMA Gold 

Sovereign Currency & Foreign Currency of the Imperial Royal Kingdom/Imperial Moorish Al Moroccan 

(American) Empire.  In addition to currency management, the NICB also supervises the NAMA Global 

Banque supplying retail services.  The NICB has the full mandate to conduct monetary policy whereas fiscal 

policy issues are the mandate of the Imperial Maku Financial Office for the Imperial Royal Kingdom.  The 

NICB therefore has to ensure that fiscal developments are consistent with monetary developments.  The 

NICB is a subsidiary of the Imperial CMYE Treasury and performs all the functions to foster the stability, 

integrity, and efficiency of the Imperial Royal Kingdom's monetary, financial, and payment systems so as to 

promote optimal macroeconomic performance.  The most important of these is maintaining price stability and 

supporting the economic policies of the Imperial CMYE Government for the Republic/Imperial Royal 

Kingdom, thus promoting economic growth.  The NICB performs five general functions to promote the effective 

operation of the Imperial Royal Kingdom's economy and, more generally, the interest of NAMA/Moroccan-

American nationals:  • conducts the Imperial Royal Kingdom's monetary policy to promote maximum employment, 

stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates in the Imperial Royal Kingdom's economy; • promotes the 

stability of the financial system and seeks to minimize and contain systemic risks through active monitoring and 

engagement in the Imperial Royal Kingdom and abroad; • promotes the safety and soundness of individual 

financial institutions and monitors their impact on the Imperial Financial System as a whole; • fosters payment 

and settlement system safety and efficiency through services to the Imperial Bennu Global Financial Institution 

that facilitates USA-dollar transactions and payments; and • ensures NAMA/ Moroccan-American's 

protection and fosters community development through consumer-focused supervision and examination, research 

and analysis of emerging NAMA/Moroccan-American's issues and trends, community economic development 

activities in compliance with Imperial laws and regulations.  There are two main areas which are addressed by the 

NICB to ensure it carries out these functions efficiently:  1 - Monetary stability Our aim is to ensure stable 

prices and confidence in the NAMA Gold Sovereign Currency by enlisting two main criteria for monetary 

stability.  Stable prices are maintained by making sure price increases meet the Imperial CMYE Government's  
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inflation target.  The NICB aims to meet this target by adjusting the base interest rate, which is decided by the  

Imperial CMYE Treasury for the NICB via the Imperial Royal House of Sampson El-Sambhu Re.  2 - 

Financial stability maintaining financial stability involves protecting against threats to the whole financial system. 

Threats are detected by the NICB's surveillance and by the Office for the Imperial Guardians.  The NICB 

will freely act as the lender to NAMA/Moroccan-Americans by extending credit and all applicable financial 

services to ensure economic dignity.  The NICB is a subsidiary of the Imperial CMYE Treasury.  The 

NICB works together with several other financial institutions to secure both monetary and financial stability; 

including:  • The Imperial Maku Financial Office per the Imperial CMYE Government for the Republic-

Imperial CMYE Treasury is responsible for developing and implementing financial and economic policies. 
 

The mission of the NICB is to foster the stability, integrity and efficiency of the nation's monetary, 

financial and payment systems in order to promote optimal macroeconomic performance with a primary 

goal to achieve price and financial stability to contribute towards national economic growth and 

development.  The NICB shall uphold core values that are an integral part of its Vision, Mission, 

Sovereign Governance and Corporate Culture.  In pursuit of this, the NICB shall uphold the 

following core missions: 

 •   to exercise the privilege of issuing NAMA Gold Sovereign Currency that is lawful tender in  

      the Imperial  Royal Kingdom; 

•   to implement monetary policy instruments in order to ensure price stability;  

•   to see to the stability of the NAMA Gold Sovereign Currency and to its convertibility; 

•   to attend to the smooth running of the money market and to ensure its control; 

•   to prepare and publish statistics on money and credit; 

•   to manage public exchange reserves; 

•   to monitor and ensure the security of payment systems and means as well as the relevance of 

      the norms applicable to them; and 

•   to see to the smooth running of the banking system and to the enforcement of legislative and 

     regulatory provisions relative to the exercise and control of the activity of credit institutions  

     and similar bodies. 
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